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ABIGAIL HEARD 
(Yes, they're twins.) 
Likes James Brown, vegetables. 
Brookside. Gets her clothes from 
same place as her sister. 



INTERVIEW: SORREL DOWNER 



PICTURES: RUSSELL YOUNG 



PERSONAL FILE 
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Fish are simpl) fsplenc . , . . _ 
around the oceans and rivers of the globe, a-grazing on plankton an&utterly minding 
their own business—and then some heartless hunter of the deep yvnisks up behind 

them with flippers (cheat!) ahd a harpoon. . . Next thing you know, our be-scaled friends are festering “Staring At The Sea” which has fishes in and, fishiest of all, 10 
‘twixt a pair of half-buns in a so-called fillet-o-“fish” at waterproof Sony Walk“man” personal stereos. (Actually, only 
the nearest McDonalds “eat”erie. Which is a slight one of them isganuinely *»1f rPr15^)heJfel|5» P°rthoied 

Jill plastlc^bags. 
to do for a chance at 

m the nearest McDonal 
surwizz when you think of 
beetroots and paCketS Of Puna run. nw um. Human 
already amassed for feeding purposes here on terra fli 
mhor “rhino” about fish is that - fact! - there are som< 

as and fresh waters. 

>m the damp by slipping thi 

they’re all entirely differentf Why, there’s even one species th 
jumps out of the water and lays Its eggs on a tree leaf (as seen 
on David Attenborough’s nature programme, That’s Life, or 
whatever it’s called). Just think of it - 30,0001! Small wonder, 
really, that a few of the squawlions of fish in the world should 
have landed up In this very issue of Smash Hits. Yes - nestling 
somewhere in these august pages, are three fish. And if you 
can locate them, you could win an unbelievable beano fiesta of 
fish-oriented “things’’. Like: a plastic crab, a fish sponge, a 
stupid fuzzy-felt lobster on a twig, a stupid fuzzy-felt octopus 
on a stick, a salmon bootlace tie, a blow-up fish with a bell In 
it, a fish made out of chocolate, a fish “kite”, a couple of 
wind-up swim-in-the-bathtub fishes made out of plastic, a 
weeny swim-in-the-sink fish (also made out of plastic), a fish in 
a snowstorm, a fish tank with plastic seaweed in it and some 
fish food as well, a fish shirt and some fish shorts. And we’ve 
got 25 copies of the Cure compilation album “Standing On A 
Beach” which has fish on the cover, 5 copies of the Cure video 

“protected" from the dam 
Clever, non?) Anyway, all ,_- -Mill 
winning all this stuff is find the three hidden fish. They could 
be a-swimming around Bitz or nestling up to George Michael 
(yuk!) or spooking about on the crossword, but none of them 
are on this page. Then, on the back of a postcard, tell us 
exactly where you found them. For example: 

Fish A: On page 31, sticking out of Paul King's nostril (size: 

'^W On page 47, squirming benea(h a Black Type tea 

Fish C: On.page 58, with its tail sticking qtit the bottom 
the drummer of REO Speedwagon’s skirt. But remember 
fish on this page don’t count. • Send your answers to Smash Hits Spot WjP^1 ' 

Competition, 14 Holkham Road, Orton 
Peterborough PE2 OYJ to arrive by June30. 
answer gets all the fishy things, plus the gei 
Sony Walk“man” Sports and the Cure LP an 
four get the Cure vid, Cure '“~ln,« 



THE SMITHS 
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RELEASED ON MONDAY 16 JUNE 1986 

THE NEW LP & CASSETTE 

AVAILABLE AT £4.99 
ROUGH 
TRADE WHSMITH 

ROUGH 96 DISTRIBUTED BY THE CARTEL 





FRIENDS WILL BE FRIENDS 
QUEEN 
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'listen Life Ih'wes' 
THE NEW SINGLE! 
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The Smash Hits Wonky Theories Departmenl 
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asks that age-old question: 

planets? 



SMASH HITS ON SALE JULY 2 
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£29.95. 
Until now it only bought you an imitation Sony Walkman. 

The WM22 comes in three original colours, electric blue, vivid red and pearl white, sony 
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A CLASSIC POP SONG 
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GOING DOWN 
TO LIVERPOOL 

watch for the 
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LOVEBUG 
STARSKI 

AMITYVILLE (THE HOUSE ON THE HILL) 

TOUCH 





■ After their farewell concert in a couple of weeks, Wham! 
are splitting up for good. Hl’ve worked my arse off trying to 

keep this band at the top,” says George Michael, “and it’s 
about time I had a breather.” So Andrew is off to “act” in 
Hollywood films, while George puts his feet up. But not before 
a seagulls egg sarnie and a chat with Peter Martin .. . 

eight months ago that I 

hotel, the swish Blakes of 
Kensington, doing what 
would turn out to be the last 
ever Wham! interview. 

something extremely 
fashionable, getting bored 
and making the odd 
“cheeky” remark while 
George was being 
professional and deadly 
serious. It was obvious the 
two had drifted apart - 
Andrew into his motor racing 
and gallivanting, George into 
his work. And now the 
inevitable has happened. 
Wham! have just released 
their final single - an EP 
featuring four songs, “Edge 
Of Heaven”, “Battle 
Stations”, “Where Did Your 
Heart Go?” and a re-mix of 
“Wham! Rap” - while in two 
weeks time they play their 
last concert, at Wembley 
Stadium. Then they split 

Opening the door of his 
suite, George seems 
in a rather good mood. 

Chatting about the song he 
finished recording last week 
in Detroit with soul “legend” 

Aretha Franklin - a track for 
her LP called “I Knew You 
Were Waiting” - he orders 
some food from room 
service. Although he can't 
seem to stop chattering on 
about Ms Franklin, he’s not 
quite so keen to talk about 
the record he’s supposed to 
be making with Michael 
Jackson just in case it 
doesn’t come off. He has met 
M.J. though. So, is he a real 
loony? 

“That’s what everybody 
said about him, but I got 
none of that weird stuff. He 
was perfectly nice.” 

So where did you meet 
him? 

"In his house. But luckily I 
wasn't shown around. I hate 
that I mean, can you imagine 
what it’s like if you don’t like 
what you see? You have to 
go around grinning like a 
loony, saying it's all 
wonderful. I can do without 

Room service arrives with 
the food - starters first. 

“What is it?” enquires 

“lUs seagull eggs,” offers 
the waiter. “Is good, try one.” 
“Urgh!” says George. 
“Actually, it’s funny ... the 
minute you think seagull' 
you think of the poor little 
thing that laid it. But it is just 

Nonetheless, we leave the 
eggs firmly in their shells 
and move onto more serious 
subjects - like Andrew. How 
will George be able to 

George giggles. “Well, 
obviously it’s not going to 
damage my musical output.” 

What a cad! Doesn’t he feel 
a bit guilty about saying 
things like that? 

“No, I think the pair of us 
have always been honest 
about that, Andrew more 
than me. There have been 
times when I've slightly 
twisted things because I’ve 
felt protective towards him, 
but he's always just come 
clean. Andrew’s always felt 
perfectly confident because 
he knew he was there for a 
purpose and he had every 
right to be there. If I hadn’t 
needed him, or I hadn’t 
wanted to work with him any 

concludes, “we've achieved 

and we’ve now been given 
the opportunity to finish it off 
better than anyone ever 

So how does he feel about 
the claim of his ex-manager 

Continued over 



I “People wilf «ay ‘oh, “Wake Me Up” .. . wasn’t that that pair 1 poncing around in shorts?’.” 

Continued from 
previous page 
Simon Napier-Bell (who 

Andrew) that Andrew will be 
the face of '87, with his 
acting career and his motor 
racing, while George will 
disappear into the studio, 
never to be seen again? 

“Well, he's Just trying to 
stir things up. But yes, in a 
way, that is what'll happen 
next year. Andrew is going to 
Hollywood, and I will 
disappear for a while. I’m 
writing my solo LP now, but 
I’m not starting to record that 
till next year. And then after 
that I think I’ll be takina 
things easy. I’ve worked my 
arse off for years trying to 
keep this band at the top and 

bothered by my 
surroundings but when 
people came round I used to 
look at them and I could tell 
they were thinking I was 
mad. I mean, the furniture 
was really old and falling to 
pieces and the hot water 
didn’t work and even the 
curtains had fallen off the rail 
in my bedroom! The one I’m 
in now (in central London) is 

bought somewhere.” 
He’s also promised himself 

life what I earn is out of 
proportion, out of 
perspective, unfair, but I 
don't feel guilty because I 
clear my own conscience by 
giving a lot of it away. I don’t 
make donations and then ask 
for it to be publicised. I just 
do it when I think there's an 
urgent need for something. 
I’m not doing it so that 
people think I’m the most 
generous person in the 
world. I wouldn’t be a pop 

trying to solve all the things 

‘we’re here, this is all there 
is, enjoy it.' That’s all. And 
people couldn’t take that. 
People just thought we were 
prats. We were the first 
group since the days of The 
Beatles who didn’t relate 
their personalities to their 
music. And people didn't 
understand that. They 
thought that bloke poncing 
around in the pretty blond 
hair with the shorts and the 
teeth was me! They couldn’t 
understand that it was me 
trying to be the ultimate 

THE EDGE OF HEAVEN 

had a breather. 
“Also I think it would be 

But don’t worry baby 

a space between Wham! and 
the solo career, so the 
public's perception has a 
chance to change. It would 
appear a little incongruous if I 
just went straight on as a 
solo singer. Also it would 
look like I couldn't wait to get 
rid of Andrew, which isn’t the 

(Filthy) 

“ATI Wham! were 
eydr about was 
saying *we’re here, 
.this is all there is, 

" y it.’ And 
jle couldn’t 

tak s that. They just 
iht we were 

pra 

got a proper 

>n to explain the 
state of his last flat. “It was a 
real tip! It would have made a 
great centrespread in the 
papers - ‘This Is The Tip 
Where George Michael 

only if he passes his driving 
test. “I want a Mercedes. It’s 
not too flash. Andrew 
doesn't seem to mind 
whizzing about in a Ferrari, 
but I couldn’t stand all the 
stares. That kind of car just 
says ‘look, I am a star’. I’d 
hate that. I don’t feel wealthy 
- you don’t unless you flash 
it around and this car is 
really the first proper thing 
I’ve bought.” 

He could have bought 
loads of things with all the 
money he’s made, surely? 
Doesn't he ever feel guilty 
about all that cash?” 

“Well, like a lot of things in 

that are wrong with the 
world. But I’m too selfish to 
do that.” 

So what does George 
think Wham! will be 
remembered for: the 

songs or the suntans? 
“Ha! In terms of the group I 

think we will be remembered 
as an entity. People will say, 
‘Oh, “Wake Me Up" ... 
wasn’t that that pair poncing 
around in shorts!’.” 

Have you any regrets? 
“No. Not really. All Wham! 

were ever about was saying 

performer, reflecting what I 
saw as the ultimate pop song 
in the only way possible. No, 

people have misconstrued 
our efforts along the way, 
confusing my personality 
with that of the group. And 
that can be quite annoying 
when a whole nation thinks 

“In a way,” he elaborates, 

year that I had to get out. 
That four or five months, 
around 'Go Go' and 
‘Freedom’ we became the all- 
time ultimate pin-up band. 
And that was what I thought I 



“I know exactly 
what everyone will 
expect of me ... to 
become a cross 
between Barry 
Manilow and James 

Corner’ was the most honest 
thing I’ve done so far. It was 
very true to me. In fact it was 
so personal - and I didn’t 
realise I was doing it at the 
time until someone pointed it 
out -1 couldn't lodk the 
camera in the eye. It was like, 
you can watch me going 
through this but I can’t 
acknowledge that you’re 

isn’t it?” 
After that we decide it's 

time to open the seagulls 
eggs. “Urgh ... go on then, 
you do it.” And so, hands 
trembling, George cracks the 
little speckly shell in two. We 
decide that it’s obviously 

post-Chernobyl 
creature and should most 
definitely not be put 
anywhere nt “ 

more serious person now. I 
have got rapidly older and I 
know we could have got 
away with it, but why bother? 
It’s much better this way.” 

So what will George 
Michael, solo artiste, be like? 

“I know exactly what 
everyone will expect of me 
... to become a cross 
between Barry Manilow and 
James Last! Well, the thing is 
I'm not. I think I can now play 
about with my success to a 
large degree. I've got two 
audiences that are both 
prepared to accept me and 

free reign. 'A Different 



7" AND EXTENDED 12" 

OUT NOW 

7" PAUL 2 12" PAUL X 2 

_PAUL_ 
HARDCASTLE 

Introducing Kevin Henry 

NEW SINGLE 
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THE ACTION BANK HE ACTION BANK THE ACTION BANK 

THE ACTION BANK THE ACTION BANK THE ACTION BANK 



THE ACTION BANK THE ACTION BANK THE ACTION BANK 

THE ACTION BANK NatWest THE ACTION BANK 





They were discovered by Jonathan King and became 
one of the most successful “progressive” “rock” 
groups of the ’70s despite the fact that their singer, 
Peter Gabriel, wore a lawnmower on his head. And, 
talking of lawnmowers . . . 



zA Womans (Story 
“Urc Almond 
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"^AVAILABLE on LIMITED EDITION 10TICTURE DISC 
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Whatever summer throws at you 
rely on Aller»eze 

When you suffer hayfever, you know only too well the misery it can bring. Those all-too familiar 
'summer cold' symptoms result from breathing in tiny airborne particles (usually pollen) that cause an 
allergic reaction. And now is the peak time for grass pollens - the most irritating pollens of all. 

Itchy/ watery eyes, runny nose, sneezing 
Hayfever affects different people in different ways. Many endure the discomfort of 'streaming' 

misery of 'congested' hayfever which is caused by a build up of catarrh and painful nasal congestion. 
Avoid pollen risks whenever possible. But no matter when you get hayfever, you'll be relieved to 

know you can obtain effective relief without a doctor's prescription. 

Aller*eze 
For streaming' hayfever 

You can trust Allereze to bring fast-acting, long-lasting 
relief because its formula has been clinically proven for 10 

works for up to 12 hours. And Aller eze does not cause 
drowsiness for 90% of users. (Even when drowsiness does 
occur, it is usually mild and temporary). 

Unfortunately, many children also suffer hayfever. Choosing 
an effective treatment can be difficult. But now there is new 
Aller eze Elixir. This pleasant-tasting, sugar-free Syrup is 

CQSlAller-eze Plug 
For congested' hayfever 

really welcome news. It's a double-action formula. This 
remarkable treatment brings together the medically-proven 

relieve that catarrh and painful nasal congestion. Just like 

hours. Of course, Aller eze Plus will also relieve your itchy, 

counter of your local chemist. Ask for them by name. 

Allereze IPDms 

Allereze 
Fast acting, long-lasting allergy relief 
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CONCERT 
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WHATEVER NEXT? 
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SPORT AID 
EXCLUSIVE 
w. . —P^~ 

Here’s a once in a 
lifetime offer from 
SPORT AID and 
NIKE that will 
run and run! 

This is your chance 
own a unique, trend-setting, 
Sport Aid Workout Nike Windrunner. This 
special limited edition of the famous Nike Windrunner 
features an exclusive embroidered Sport Aid motif. 

-- All profits from sales will go 
directly to the Sport Aid 
Workout Fund, so you will be 
helping the starving people 
of Africa. 

Everyone will be after this 
exclusive Windrunner, so 
order today — or you could 
find we've run out. 





LOOKS LIKE THEWE 
BEEN DOING 

THEIR HOMEWORK. 

Before buying your first 
bike, it's well worth investing in 
a little study. 

By law, all 125s are limited 
to 12bhp, but don't let that fool 
you into thinking that they are 
all basically the same. 

Each bike has a unique 
character and delivers power 
in its own distinctive way. 

Take a look around And 
ask yourself why most people 
with a few years biking under 
their belts opt for a Kawasaki. 

The most popular of all 
amongst enthusiasts are the 
Kawasaki GPZs. 

The AR125, (the red bike 
below) is, in every department 
except name, aGPZ. 

And this year, for the first 
time, it comes complete with a 
full fairing. 

Of course, your eventual 
decision depends what type of 
biking you’re into. 

If you want a bike that 
performs equally well on or off 
the road, then the KMX125 
(that's the green one) could be 
the bike for you. 

The KMX125 is a spanking 
new addition to the Kawasaki 
stable and is, we believe, the 
most complete trail 125 on the 
road today. 

All in all, Kawasaki make 
10 learner legal bikes, each with 
a twelve month unlimited 
mileage warranty, special 
insurance, finance and extended 
warranty scheme. 

Just ask our dealer to 
deliver your new bike directly 
to a 'Star Rider’ training centre, 
where we will pay for four 
hours of expert riding tuition. 

With a little swotting, 
you'll soon see why Kawasakis 
come top in their class. 

For further information on 
the ’86 range of learner legal 
Kawasakis, post the coupon 
to: Kawasaki Motors (UK) Ltd, 
Freepost, Slough SL1 6BR. 

Postcode Age 
Type of licence held 

WHO CAM CATCH A 
KAWASAKI?<««* 



snrveurb SPECIAL 

DURAN DURAN 
From every nook they came - a-fluttering and a-muttering onto the Get Smart desk; one zwillion 
pieces of paper with questions about the croonsome fivesome on them. No longer cr - 
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A New World Record 

cassettes at a 
Woolworths price of just 
£2.99 each. 
That’s the great offer at 

^7 Woolworths. 
Look out for the Nice Price 

range in-store now. 
Arrival SANTANA Abraxas 

The Album SHAKIN’ STEVENS 
Greatest Hits 1 This Ole House 

Desire REO SPEEDWAGON 
Clash Hi-lnfidelity 

CHICAGO Greatest Hits TAMMY WYNETTE 
FLEETWOOD MAC Albatross Biggest Hits 
CAROLE KING Tapestry 

WOOLWORTHS 
ENTERTAINMENT s— 

Items subject to availability. Prices may vary in N. Ireland. 



The liveliest horse mag around 

OUT JUNE 12 and 26 

horse 
cruelty tnipc in W Ponies in 

Need by joining 
Horse & Pony's 
National Riding Day 

Find out how in H&P, June 12 and 26. 

FREE GIANT COLOUR POSTER ... a miracle foal... 
news of your chance to meet horsey st 
Young Riders' Club... win saddles and books ... 
it's all in June 12. 

Special on caring for ponies in summer ...go on, 
try a picnic ride... find anew pen pal... learn 
about bits and martingales... don't miss June 26. 

&PONY 



So says Mick Jones, ex-guitarist with 
old punks The Clash and now singer 
with B.A.D. And he has pretty strong 
views on everything else, too. From 
hippies (“I’m into chasing them out of 
town”) to football commentators 
(“they’re all sychophants”) to Doctor 
& The Medics (“yuuuukll”). So what 
does he like! asks Lola Borg. “Slgue 
Siguc Sputnik - they’re wicked and 
crucial.” Phewl 

perhaps that’^why Big Au 
Dynamite’s new single 

always so 3dFCoumiy' 
Life.. .and Town And Country. 
Yuk! I say take Smash Hits up 

But whether hi 

Mick clearly ha; 

to be/On EnrergencyWard 

hoo-hoo".*WellMH 
this by humming^ 

doctor)! "Dada da da-da- 
da. . .But Ben Casey is much 
hipper than Doctor Kildare,” 

Ben Casey when he's at 

MD^ITthird weedyUU^T^/ 

d0"HuM Marcus Welby wa 

Ben Casey was at. Ben Cas 
was the hardest screen 
doctor - ever!" shouts Mick. 

watching the World Cup. Or 

behind. He doesn’t have^a 
terribly high opinion of 

They're all awful. They’re a 
bunch of sycophants and 
losers. Definitely. They 
should get a load of syrup of 
figs. (?) But in Brazil, they go 
'GOAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA- 





MAGICAL PRICE! 
ONLY £5.29. 

We’ve got it. 
Record departments throughout Britain, with a huge selection of albums, 7" and 12" singles, tapes, accessories and record tokens. 
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THIS 
WEEK 

JUST SEVENTEEN ON SALE NOW. 
NEXT WEEK 
EXCLUSIVE MADONNA PICTURE SPECIAL 



PRIZE CROSSWORD THE 








